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(A) As used in this section:


(B) Neither of the following shall be ratified or take effect until the general assembly approves it by passage of an act:

(1) Each tribal-state compact the governor enters into with an Indian tribe;

(2) Each authorization the governor grants for an Indian tribe to place land into trust to be used for class I, class II, or class III gaming.

(C) Each tribal-state compact approved under this section shall contain an expiration date, which shall be not later than ten years after the compact's effective date.

(D) Each tribal-state compact approved under this section shall contain a binding agreement for the collection and payment of state and local sales, use, or other excise or applicable taxes, or for the payment of amounts that may be in lieu of such taxes, levied on any item sold to any nonmember of the governing tribe by any business establishment located on the land to be taken into trust.